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Victims of northern Nigerian
school share stories of terror
Institution not registered as school or correction centre
KADUNA: When Jibril had tried to escape as a boy from their kids. Kaduna state government said there were at
an institution in Nigeria that called itself a place of Islamic least 77 boys under 18 years old held there. The youngest
teachings, he said he was hung up by his arms until bones was five. Reuters spoke with seven victims and five parents
in his shoulders broke. Another teenager, one of about 400 of those who had been inside, withholding their full names
men and boys freed in Thursday’s police raid, said boys to protect their privacy.
were often kept in chains and those caught stealing food
were whipped until they bled. “They used car engine belts
Shackled
and electrical cables to flog us,” 15-year-old Suleiman told
All the victims said beatings were regular and said chilReuters, staring at the floor. “Teachers used to sexually dren and men were frequently shackled. Days were dark,
harass us ... They tried to loosen my pants once but I fought long and hungry: food was only served at 10 am and 11 pm.
them off and was beaten.”
Suleiman’s elder brother sent him to the institution five
Horror stories are emerging about life in a two-storey months ago for skipping school. He was signed up to board
house in Nigeria’s northern city of Kaduna as the authori- while he studied Arabic and Islam’s holy book, the Quran.
ties try to find families of the victims who often spent years “They beat us everywhere in the house, even in the
at the site. Police arrested seven adults in the raid on the mosque. If you asked to speak with your family, they
building, which had a sign in Arabic at the entrance declar- would shackle you,” said the 15-year-old, who showed
ing itself “House of Imam Ahmad Bin Hanbal for the sores, scabs and scars on back. When Suleiman and three
Application
of
Islamic
friends were caught trying to
Teachings”. Some parents paid
steal some garri - a staple food
fees, believing it was an Islamic
made from cassava shavings school. Some described it as a
Victims report they were stripped and
good institution and dismissed
whipped, he said. “When the
sexual police raided the school the
talk of abuse. Others saw it as a
correctional facility. Police and
place was in pandemoniassault and whole
regional officials said it was not
um, we were so happy,” he said.
registered as either.
“What I want now is to
beatings
Despite mixed accounts
return home. I’ll be a good boy.”
about its role, the abuse reportJibril, now 17 and who was hung
ed by victims has thrown a
up for trying to escape when he
spotlight on Nigeria’s struggle
was 10, said boys faced a stark
to provide enough school places for its rapidly expanding choice: submit to regular sexual assault or be beaten. Jibril
population, leaving a gap for unregulated institutions that chose beatings. “The teachers and prefects raped boys.
poor parents sometimes turn to. The West African nation’s Those who were sexually molested were enticed with
population will swell from 190 million to 400 million by canned fish. Those of us who refused were caned,” he said,
2050, according to UN figures. Primary education is offi- blaming a scar beside his left eye on a caning. “They used
cially free but about 10.5 million Nigerian children aged planks of wood to beat us.”
five to 14 are not in school.
He now struggles to raise his arms since his punishment
“Nigeria is facing a demographic tidal wave,” said for trying to escape. He was sent home for six months after
Matthew Page, an associate fellow with the Africa Program that incident. His family returned him when he had healed.
at Britain’s Royal Institute of International Affairs. “The Jibril and Suleiman are now in a safehouse on the edge of
long-term viability of the Nigerian economy - and the state Kaduna while the authorities try to find their relatives. Their
itself - hinges on the government, religious, and traditional temporary home is filled with laughter as boys and
institutions developing a plan to address this challenge teenagers, up to 17 years old, play together. Those adults
before it becomes impossible to remedy,” he said.
who were freed are staying in a neighboring building.
Prior to Thursday’s police raid, those who made it out of
At the Kaduna institution, relatives were not allowed to
the Kaduna institution were sometimes returned by fami- see boys for three months after admission and had limited
lies. Some parents said they needed to discipline wayward visiting rights after that, parents and children said.
children and others said they were too poor to look after all Punishment was swift for those who talked of any abuse,

Within the sight of
border, war-weary
Syrians dream of
Turkey
ATME: Desperate to escape war and
find medical care for their daughter,
Jaber Karawan and his wife have spent
hundreds of dollars trying to escape
northwestern Syria into next-door
Turkey. They have tried five times to
smuggle themselves and their two children across the border in recent
weeks. But all their attempts have
failed, forcing them back each time to
temporary shelter in Syria’s war-torn
northwestern region of Idlib.
“There is no work for me here, the
situation is disastrous,” 31-year-old
Jaber said. Dreaming of proper treatment for their three-year-old daughter
who suffers from an eye condition,
Jaber and his wife Walaa have borrowed money from relatives and
drained their savings to pay smugglers
$1,200. But on their fifth attempt this
week, Jaber tumbled from the grey
concrete wall separating the two countries, breaking his leg.
Just hours earlier, wearing a crisp
white shirt, his face neatly shaven,
Jaber had helped his wife and two children straddle a motorbike outside their
camp in the town of Atme. With two
small bags in tow, the family of four
were aim to cross the nearby Turkish
border illegally. When an AFP corre-

ATME: Jaber Karawan rides a motorcycle with his wife Walaa, their children, and his wife’s nephew at a camp for displaced Syrians in Atme in
the northwestern Idlib province, near the brother with Turkey. —AFP

spondent first met Jaber, it was after a
previous such attempt. He was helping
his children disembark from a taxi that
drove them back from the Turkish frontier, where they were briefly detained
by border guards. The family has landed in Turkish custody several times
after trying to cross.
‘This is no life’
Each time, they trek for hours
through rocky terrain under the cover
of night, before trying to scale the border wall, where they are intercepted by
Turkish patrols. “This is not a life,”
Jaber said sitting inside his tent in a
camp for the displaced before the fifth
attempt. “I’ll try 50, 60, 100 times until
I get in,” he said. Originally from south-

Controversy grips
Iraq after removal
of top commander
BAGHDAD: The sidelining of a prominent Iraqi general
celebrated for helping oust jihadists from Mosul has
generated controversy in a country caught in a tug of
war between Tehran and Washington. The Iraqi premiership on Friday announced it was decommissioning
Staff Lieutenant General Abdulwahab al-Saadi, who
had served as the deputy head of the elite CounterTerrorism Service, without giving a reason.
As a top commander in the CTS, which was created
and intensively trained by the US, Saadi helped recapture Mosul from the Islamic State group in 2017 and is
considered by many Iraqis to be a national hero. On
Friday, Saadi said he considered the shift to a posting at
the defense ministry as an “insult” and a “punishment”.
The decision has sparked allegations of a purge of
officials seen as unfavorable to Iraq’s Hashed al-Shaabi
paramilitary force, which includes factions close to
Tehran. An Iraqi government official who requested
anonymity said pro-Iran factions within the Hashed

ern Idlib, Jaber and his family are
among more than 400,000 people
driven from their homes by months of
fierce bombardment.
“I want to go there to find a job, to
provide for my children and to look
after my daughter,” Jaber said, as nearby his three-year-old girl ate crisps
scattered on a thin mattress. Air strikes
by Damascus and regime ally Moscow
have killed nearly 1,000 civilians since
late April, according to the Britainbased Syrian Observatory for Human
Rights. But since August 31, a Russianbacked ceasefire has largely held,
despite sporadic strikes. “We risk our
lives to go to Turkey, and in the end, we
cannot,” Walaa said, her expression
hidden by a full-face veil. —AFP

had “personally” lobbied for Saadi’s removal. “These
groups were operating outside the state and the only
barrier was the CTS,” the official said. “The idea is to
sideline him to bring somebody close to Iran and no
longer have the CTS as a check.”
Political commentator Ghaleb Al-Shabandar said
the move was “the beginning of the Iraqi army’s dismantling and handover to the Hashed and other armed
groups”. Iraqis across the country - including in battered Mosul, where a statue of Saadi was erected but
never unveiled due to divisions in the city - reacted
with shock to the move. The Hashtag “We are all
Abdulwahab Al-Saadi” began trending on Twitter, with
users sharing photographs of the general aiding civilians in Mosul and cities.
“He won the people’s friendship but the (politicians’) hatred,” one supporter wrote, while another
lamented there was “no more space for patriots in
this country”. Saadi led CTS troops to recapture a
string of cities from IS - Baiji and Tikrit in 2015, followed by Fallujah and Mosul. “While the fight against
IS goes on, this decision reinforces the enemy’s
morale and weakens Iraqis’ faith in their army,” said
jihadist specialist Hisham Al-Hashemi. Lawmaker
Khaled Al-Obeidi, Iraq’s former defense minister, said
parliament would investigate the reasons behind the
premier’s decision. —AFP

KADUNA: Some of the 300 male students of ‘different nationalities’ sit on the floor in chains outside a
torture chamber in the Rigasa area of Kaduna in northern Nigeria. —AFP

boys said. “If anyone tried to tell their family, they would be
hung up from a wall or put in chains,” said 14-year-old
Umar, whose grandfather sent him to the facility two years
ago for skipping school.
Sexual abuse
About 40 police officers finally raided the building, acting on a complaint by an uncle who was denied access to
his nephews. Police said they found several boys and men
in chains. Reuters filmed victims in chains on Thursday after
the raid. Some boys said they were shackled to broken
power generators, which they dragged around, including to
bed or the bathroom.
Police said they expected to charge seven people, who
they said ran the institution, over physical and sexual abuse
allegations. Those arrested could not be reached for comment. The building lies in Rigasa, a rundown Muslim district
of Kaduna, a city that, like Nigeria, is evenly split between
Muslims and Christians.

Reuters journalists who visited the labyrinthine building
saw wheels and generators attached to metal chains. Floors
were strewn with litter and stained sponge mattresses. Flies
swarmed. Children begged in the traffic on the streets outside. Islamic schools, known as Almajiris, are common
across the mostly Muslim north of Nigeria. Muslim Rights
Concern (MURIC), a local organization, estimates about 10
million children attend Islamic schools in the north.
President Muhammadu Buhari, a Muslim, has sought to
encourage school attendance, with programs that include
one offering free school meals that the government says
reaches 9.8 million children in 32 of Nigeria’s 36 states. But
Nigeria, an oil producing state whose finances by the government’s admission have been drained by corruption, only
spends 0.5% of gross domestic product on health and
1.7% on education, among the lowest worldwide, the
International Monetary Fund said. With few options, some
parents defended the Kaduna institution, which charged
fees of 35,000 naira ($114) a term. —Reuters

